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Synopsis

The fortunes of Tata Motors’ passenger-vehicle business have changed in the last two years. A growing product
pipeline and focus on safety, design, sales and aftersales have helped the company. But a lot of hard work will
be required to maintain the pace. Because once the brand reaches a certain level, the next phase of growth
won’t come easily.
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Market share: 12.15% in FY22, up from8.27% in FY21.
Monthly sales: 42,293 units in MarchFY22, a growth of
43% over March 2021.
Annual domestic sales: 373,138 units in FY22 (highest
ever), with growth of 67% versus FY21.
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It would be a proud moment for Tata Sons chairman N
Chandrasekaran, popularly known as Chandra, when
he takes stock of major group companies that have
staged a turnaround since he took over in February
2017. As the numbers above show, Tata Motors’
passenger-vehicle business will feature prominently
among them. It has managed a 360-degree turnaround
in the last two years. In June 2022, Tata Motors overall
domestic sales surged 82% year-on-year.
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In his message to shareholders in the 2021-22 annual
report, Chandra highlights that Tata Motors is now
operating as three independent business units. Each of
these businesses are self-sustaining “which gives me
the confidence that we will get to near-zero net
automotive debt by FY24”. During FY22, Tata
operationalised two subsidiaries: Tata Motors
Passenger Vehicles (TMPVL) — to focus on passenger
vehicles (PV) powered by internal combustion engines
(ICE) — and Tata Passenger Electric Mobility — to
accelerate the passenger electric vehicle (EV) business
and its enabling ecosystem. Commercial vehicle
vertical is the third independent unit.
There are a few more positive indicators that would
make Chandra smile. In Q4 FY22, the company’s PV
market share has further gone up to 13.4%, according to
Tata Motors’ annual report 2021-22. The domestic sales
volume mix of passenger vehicles in the total
automotive business has improved from 27% in Q4
FY21 to 38% in Q4 FY22. Realisation per vehicle has
risen from INR757,300 per vehicle in FY21 to about
INR858,800 per unit in FY22, according to a Motilal
Oswal research report.
The India PV revenue rose from INR16,600 crore in
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FY21 to INR31,500 crore in FY22, up 90%. Ebit margin
improved by 750 basis points (bps) aided by positive
free cash flows in FY22. Emkay Global,a research and
investment firm,projects Ebit margin of Tata Motors’
India PV business to grow 285 bps between FY22 and
FY24. It expects revenues to grow at a CAGR of 21% and
sales volumes at a CAGR of 18% during the period on
the back of an industry sales upcycle, new products,
and better chip supplies.

So, what has fuelled Tata Motors’ passenger-vehicle
turnaround? And can it keep going at the same pace?
What’s pushing the growth engine
Shailesh Chandra, managing director, TMPVL and Tata
Passenger Electric Mobility, tells ET Prime that to
strengthen the company’s market position and sales in
passenger vehicle, a series of actions have been taken.
These include:
Re-imagining Tata’s relationship with channel
partners, through intensified engagement, and
driving transformative changes to enable enhanced
profitability and sales effectiveness.
Strong focus on selected micro markets driving
customised marketing actions and other salesenhancement levers.
Expeditious ramping up of capacities and agile
management of the semiconductor crisis.
Driving strong alignment across the value chain
through a strengthened sales and operational
process.
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Following are some of the triggers that put Tata Motors
on a growth path.
Trigger #1: Product pipeline — Strong product
launches over the last four-five years have been at the
core of this turnaround story. In January 2020, Tata
launched new-generation passenger vehicles under its
New Forever range. Armed with BS-VI engines, the
Impact 2.0 design language, and multiple features,
these vehicles struck a chord with the consumer.Also,
over 25 new products and variants have added to an
array of options for the buyer.
The Tata Nexon, Punch, Harrier, and the electric
Nexon are some of the most successful products by the
company that have taken its market share to a higher
level, says Mitul Shah, head, research at Reliance
Securities.
“There has been robust and persistent demand for
Tata’s passenger vehicles since the automaker
overhauled its model range in the post-Nano period,”
points out Ammar Master, senior manager, Asia Pacific
vehicle forecasts at LMC Automotive, an automotive
forecasting firm. The company’s focus on shoring up
the bread-and-butter sub-compact car lineup with the
addition of Tiago, Tigor, and Altroz also brought back
buyers to the Tata stable.
Meanwhile, Nexon strengthened Tata’s position in the
fast-growing SUV segment. Not only the ICE-powered
Nexon got rolling, but also the electric version found
buyers. Following Nexon, Tata expanded its SUV
offering with the introduction of Harrier (in 2018),
then the new Safari, and more recently, the Punch. “In
short, Tata’s range of newer PV products have helped
write its revival script,” Master adds.
Trigger #2: Safety and design — Tata cars have scored
over rivals because of their better crash-test ratings.
Being a local manufacturer, Tata is also better able to
gauge customers’ pain points compared toglobal
automakers. Also, Maruti Suzuki’s decision to shun
diesel (with the introduction of BS-VI emission norms)
helped Tata Motors.
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According to Basudeb Banerjee, research analyst automotive, at ICICI Securities, expertise of its
subsidiary Jaguar Land Rover helped Tata come up
with world-class designs. He believes with increase in
scale and launch of good brands, a company tends to
move up the margin curve, tackling commodity
pressures through operating-leverage benefits.
Trigger #3: focus on sales, aftersales — The
company’s ‘re-imagine PV’ strategy to rejuvenate the
front-end sales system, dealership network, and
customer experience has worked well.
“Change of strategy in terms of a brand makeover and
better quality of aftersales service has gained the
customer confidence,” says Shah from Reliance
Securities.
It is, in fact, a combination of factors that has worked
for Tata Motors. And fortunes don’t change overnight.
The company has been at it for the last 10 years, says
Avik Chattopadhyay, co-founder, Expereal India, a
branding and marketing strategy consultancy.
According to him, the equation is: customer
understanding + product definition + technology
inputs + build quality + reliability + styling + service
quality + customer engagement = brand success.
“Every factor has had to be worked on to make this
happen. The level of commitment and continued
passion [from Tata Motors] is commendable,” he adds.
The shrinking sedan segment making way for compact
SUVs also helped Tata move up the value chain, feels
Banerjee from ICICI Securities. Tata Motors has never
really focused so much on sedans and with compact
SUVs selling close to 50,000 units a month, the
automaker gained the most from this trend, with
Nexon leading the way. The traditional Indica and
Indigo models were replaced by the more modern and
feature-loaded Nexon. The Tiago hatchback also
proved to be a decent competitor to Maruti Suzuki’s
Swift. In premium SUVs, the Harrier could stand up to
its rivals.
The EV bet
Electrification is one area where Tata Motors has hit
the nail on the head. Even though Hyundai made an
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"Change of strategy in terms of
a brand makeover and better
quality of aftersales service has
gained the customer
confidence."

early debut,
Tata walked
a step
ahead of its
rival and

— Mitul Shah, head, research at Reliance
Securities

incorporated an EV subsidiary, Tata Passenger Electric
Mobility, last December. It raised USD1 billion
(INR7,500 crore) from TPG Rise Climate for the new
vertical.
Tata is eyeing EV sales of 80,000 units this year (FY23).
“And if you assume it to move to 100,000 units next
year, with an average selling price of INR15 lakh, it will
be a tremendous achievement. Initially, they were
hardly selling 500 units a month. Now, they have
moved to 3,500 units of monthly sales, guiding to sell
6,500 units per month. EVs will also be a cushion on
the valuation of the car business that can now deliver
a tangible valuation,” elaborates Banerjee.
In EVs, Tata posted record annual sales of 19,105 units
in FY22 (up 353% against FY21) with penetration
touching 7.4% by Q4 FY22. The focus remains on
electric PVs, with medium-term investments of USD2
billion (INR15,774 crore) towards new products,
capacity expansion, localisation, and charging infra.
The India ICE-PV business equity valuation, according
to an Emkay report, is estimated at INR14,757.1 crore or
INR39 per share as of June 2024, with a contribution of
7% to SOTP (sum of the parts). With transition of the
Ebitda margin of the PV business from a negative
(-10%) in FY20 to a positive (estimated at 9% in FY23),
the valuation of the business will also be accretive,
according to ICICI Securities.
Shah from Reliance Securities says the market has
given a thumbs-up to this turnaround and started
giving higher valuation to Tata’s domestic PV business
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recently. The market feels that this run would continue
for Tata Motors due to a strong product pipeline, recent
introduction of CNG variants in a few models, and
rising brand acceptance.

Sustaining the growth
Can Tata Motors keepthe growth momentum in its
passenger-vehicle business?
Shailesh Chandra is confident. “Our strong comeback
in FY21, reclaiming the third rank, and being a
challenger brand now have been on the back of
realising the full potential of each and every product in
our portfolio,” he says. He believes with the ‘New
Forever’ products and the re-imagining strategy, a
strong foundation has been built in terms of channel
health and engagement. This has led to a jump in
awareness of the Tata brand with a focus on retail. “We
will also keep our product portfolio refreshed at
regular intervals,” he adds.
The company says the PV vertical’s future strategy will
rest on the following pillars:
Strengthening the product portfolio in terms of
competitiveness, power train, and technology
options, including boosting the SUV portfolio
Design, safety, and driving comfort will continue to
keep the brand aspirational.
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A wide range of EV products will be introduced – 10
new models by 2025.
A customer-centric culture at all the touchpoints
will be maintained with focus on digital to improve
the customer experience.
A tough road ahead
Experts believe Tata Motors needs to keep on doing the
hard work if it wants its winning run to continue. “Just
that starting from a low base, the rise has been
phenomenal. Once the brand reaches a certain level of
subsistence, at 25,000-30,000 units per month, the
next phase of growth will not be this rapid,” cautions
Chattopadhyay of Expereal India.
The rate of growth might drop, as consolidation and
protection of market share will become additional
tasks. Cannibalisation within its portfolio is also
another aspect that will need to be managed well.
Although Tata Motors has laid a strong foundation to
further expand its PV business, Master from LMC
Automotive highlights that supply-chain issues (owing
to the shortage of semiconductors) and commodity
inflation remain main concerns in the short term. Tata
also faces intense competition both in the car and SUV
segments. “It will have to continue to keep its products
fresh to remain competitive,” he adds.
Get set for another uphill journey, Tata Motors.
(Graphics by Sadhana Saxena)
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